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Name __________________________________________                             ________________ 

(Please encircle the correct answer.  You need to answer only 5 questions correctly to get full 

points.  Answering 6 correctly will yield bonus of 20 points.) 

1. An engine took 10 mins to cool down by releasing 4000�� to the surroundings.  If the 

ambient temperature is fixed at 298	�, then the change in entropy of the surroundings 

during the cool down process is given by 

a) ∆���		 =			 ����� � �
��
� �	 

b) ∆���		 =				 ������ �
��
� � 

c) ∆���		 =	−����� � �
��
� � 

d) ∆���		 = 		0 ���� � 

e) None of the above 

 

2. One mole of ideal gas having constant �� = 1.5� was initially at ��,  � then expanded 

irreversibly to ��,  � (with temperature is in � and pressure in bars). The change of 

entropy of the gas is given by  

a) ∆� = 	�	ln#	$��/��&$ �/ �&�.'	( 
b) ∆� = 	�	ln#	$��/��&�.'	$ �/ �&	( 
c) ∆� = 	�	ln#	$��/��&�.'	$ �/ �&	( 
d) ∆� = 	�	ln#	$��/��&$ �/ �&�.'	( 
e) None of the above 

 

3. A Carnot engine needs to operate on a fixed temperature difference between high and low 

temperature reservoirs given by ∆� = �) − �*. To obtain an efficiency equal to +, the 

high temperature needed to be equal to 

a)  �) = ∆�/$1 − +& 
b)  �) = ∆�/+ 

c)  �) = ∆�+/$1 − +&	 
d)  None of the above 

 

  



4. An ideal gas of constant heat capacity �� = 2.5� undergoes a reversible adiabatic 

expansion inside a piston cylinder from  - to  ..  This path can be described by 

a)  / = constant 

b)  /�.' =constant   

c)  �0�.' =constant   

d) �/�.' =constant 

e) None of the above  

 

5.  One mole of a solid sphere having a constant heat capacity �� = 3� is heated from a 

temperature �� to ��.  The change in entropy for this sphere is 

a) ∆� = 0	��/�  

b) ∆� = 3�$�� − ��& 
c) ∆� = 2�$�� − ��& 
d) ∆� = 2�	ln$��/��& 
e) None of the above 

 

6. 10 kg of steam expands from  - = 800	� 3, �- = 800°�   to    . = 200	� 3,			�. =
200°�.  The change in entropy for the steam is closest to   

a) ∆� = −21	��/� 

b) ∆� = 21	��/� 

c) ∆� = 11	��/� 

d) ∆� = −11	��/� 

e)  None of the above 


